Welcome + Introduction
Our Team

Daedalus Development Company is a joint venture
between MurrayTwohig Development, Orwell Real
Estate and Patron Capital.
This unique project requires a depth of knowledge
and experience in the creation of successful mixeduse communities and destinations around complex
historic buildings and settings. The joint venture
team has experience on over 400 million square
feet of mixed-use property across the world, and will
work in collaboration with the local community, and
all stakeholders, including the local authority and
Historic England, over the coming years to solve this
challenging and historic site.

Solent Airport

Patron Capital represents approximately €4.3 billion of
capital across several funds and related co-investments,
investing in property, corporate operating entities
whose value is primarily supported by property assets
and distressed debt and credit related businesses. In
addition to other charitable giving, Patron capital is the
biggest single donor to The Royal Marines Charity, it’s
Managing Director is a trustee of the charity, and has
given support to over 4,200 veterans, and raised over
£3.5 million for Military charities.
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Welcome
to our public
consultation on
the Daedalus
Waterfront
development
proposals.

MurrayTwohig is global real estate advisory business
currently providing vision and delivery strategy
worldwide for clients including Battersea Power
Station, Volkswagen, Harvard University, Tishman
Speyer, Oxford Properties, Oxford University, Transport
for London, and The East Midlands Development
Company.

Introduction

Homes England is the Government’s housing and
regeneration agency. We have the appetite, influence,
expertise and resources to drive positive market change.  
Homes England welcomes partners who share our
ambition to challenge the traditional norms and build
better homes faster.
Homes England has been the guardian of Daedalus since
2011 and will work in close partnership with the Daedalus
Development Company as they develop out each phase,
for the duration of the project.

In March 2022 Homes England, following an open
competition process, confirmed Daedalus Development
Company as its development partner for the regeneration
of the 42-acre waterfront site at Daedalus, Lee-on-theSolent.
Daedalus Development Company were appointed to
realise a comprehensive regeneration that will provide
an economic boost to the local economy through the
creation of new commercial and leisure sector jobs, as
well as providing much needed housing while protecting
and reinvigorating the collection of historic and listed
assets.

Orwell Real Estate is an active development company,
with the background of institutional development, and
the delivery experience of over £1 billion of completed
developments.

This exhibition is an opportunity to share our vision to
restore innovation, pride and energy to Daedalus and ask
for your feedback.

Other members of the project team include town
planners Freeths, Southampton-based landscape
architect Cameo and Partners, engineers Whitby
Wood and Cudd Bentley, and Social Value Portal who
will assess the social and economic impact of the
development.

ACME is an international design practice with offices
in London, Berlin, and Sydney operating in the fields
of contemporary architecture, urban planning, interior
design and product design, with multi-award winning
projects around the world. In 2018 they completed the
Watermark West Quay project in Southampton.
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Local History
From 1914 until 1996, RNAS
Lee-on-the-Solent, HMS Daedalus
was a site of extraordinary energy,
innovation, and vibrancy.
Home and workplace to thousands,
the engine of an entire community and
a point of pride for the nation.
Lee-on-the-Solent: Sea Resort
Lee-on-the-Solent was the vision of the Robinson
family whose seat was Newton Manor, Swanage. Sir
John Charles Robinson (1824-1913), originally from
Nottingham, was art advisor at the South Kensington
Museum (later the Victoria and Albert Museum) and after
his retirement from that post in 1882, he became Crown
Surveyor of Pictures to Queen Victoria. It is believed that
during his visits to Her Majesty at Osborne House on the
Isle of Wight, he saw the possibilities of creating a holiday
resort on the shore of the Solent.
Lee Tower
In 1935, the 50-year development of Lee-on-the-Solent
was crowned by the construction of the Lee Tower
complex. The plan of the complex resembled a letter “Y ”
where the stem was represented by the pier.
Lee Pool
Another landmark was the Lee-on-the-Solent Lido, built
in 1931. This was built on quite a large scale being (at 73
m) half as long again as an Olympic sized swimming pool.
Most unusually it was heated making it the only example
of a heated outdoor seawater lido in the country.

Air, Sea and
Advanced Mobility

Lee-on-the Solent has had
a long association with
aviation. Seaplane trials
took place at Lee-on-theSolent as early as 1915.
A base for seaplane
training was established in
1917 on the former RNAS
Lee-on-Solent, later HMS
Daedalus, site.
Did you know? In Greek
mythology, Daedalus was
a skillful architect and
craftsman. He was seen
as a symbol of wisdom,
knowledge and power.
Royal Naval Air Station Leeon-Solent (HMS Daedalus)
was one of the primary
shore airfields of the Fleet
Air Arm. First established
as a seaplane base in 1917
during the First World War,
it later became the main
training establishment and
administrative centre of the
Fleet Air Arm.

By 1941 the variety
of naval aircraft flying
from HMS Daedalus
had increased with
a number of first-line
squadrons being
based here during their
course of formation
and re-equipment.

In February 1944, HMS
Daedalus assembled
a variety of squadrons
together. Together these
squadrons formed 34
Reconnaissance Wing,
2nd Tactical Air Force.
Lee-on-Solent played
an important role in the
invasion of Normandy
(Operation Overlord). By
1944, the whole area was
bristling with activity and
equipment as it provided a
major embarkation centre
for D-Day.

Post-war Lee-on-Solent
continued to play a
significant role and in
1962 the Joint Service
Hovercraft Unit was
formed with the aim of
testing hovercraft in
an operational military
environment.

The base was closed
in 1996, and has been
left empty and largely
unused other than by
the Hovercraft and as
storage.
Since then, Homes
England have been
looking after the site, and
have put in the roads and
infrastructure needed to
kick-start development.
Despite many attempts
to redevelop the base,
this is the first coherent
and viable plan to bring
Daedalus back to life.

Site + Infrastructure Considerations
Conservation Area + Heritage

Conservation area boundary
Heritage building to be retained and refurbished
A number of buildings in the vicinity of the proposed development are remnants
of its former use as a military airfield. Some of these have been identified
as Grade II listed, of historical importance or architectural interest. A large
proportion of the buildings located in Hanger Square, Westcliffe to Eagle Block,
and Barracks Square sit within the Waterfront conservation area boundary.

Employment + Residential Zones

Existing employment zone
Existing residential zone
The site is located within existing employment and residential zones and gives
an opportunity to plug this mixed-use development into the existing community.

Existing Utility Infrastructure

Existing utility infrastructure
The site is well served by existing utilities corridors (gas, power, water and
telecoms) located along Implacable Road, Archer Road, Daedalus Drive and
Vengeance Road. A large portion of this network was installed as recently as
2018 to serve a prospective future masterplan development.

Green + Open Spaces

New public open space / square
New public green space
Creating a network of new green and open spaces for the public, connecting
from the sea front to the airport and into the surrounding neighbourhoods

Existing Service Corridor

Existing service corridor
Corridors for the existing utility infrastructure were identified below the
adoptable highway. Highways England are required to keep these corridors in
good repair and condition, as well as not to construct any structures without
prior consent of the local authority.

Routes + Connections

Existing road
New pedestrian route
New road / connection
Working with the existing road network but creating new routes through to
connect existing communities and neighbourhoods in Lee-on-the-Solent.

Key Buildings
Overview

Since its inception in 1917, a number of different types
of structures have been added to the Daedalus site. We
have looked at the historic and architectural significance
of these buildings, as well as their context in the wider site,
and their current state of dereliction.

A Building 39 & 40
‘G’ Type Hangars
Built: 1918

C Building 118
Officers’ Mess and Quarters (Wardroom)
Built: 1934

Appearing on
maps from 1910,
this suggests the
Lodge stands at the
original entrance
to Westcliffe House
(Building 119). It
was requisitioned
in 1917 as warrant officers’ quarters. Sections of the
associated boundary wall also survive.

There are several key heritage buildings that are proposed
to be retained, refurbished and reused, giving these
neglected assets a new lease of life. They are an important
part of the masterplan where the combination of old
and new gives a power that either would be incapable of
providing on their own, hence creating a unique sense of
place that celebrates the history of the site.
1910

Two 60 foot span Type ‘G’ Seaplane Hangars (only five of
which survive in the country). The buildings have been
truncated at some stage with new cladding.

After the 1930s expansion of the site, it was clear the
original Officers’ Mess (Westcliffe House) was too small,
so this building set out to be much larger in scale.

The main structure is of steel framed construction with
steel roof trusses. The roofs and walls are clad with
corrugated steel sheeting. A 30 m long steel lattice girder
supports the main door opening on the south elevation
with raked open steel buttresses also provided.

It is of high quality design, detailing and organization,
and ranks with the mess at Biggin Hill and York House at
Cranwell as the most architecturally distinguished
product of the liaison then promoted by Government
between the Air Ministry and the Royal Fine Arts
Commission.

A single storey, low-level workshop runs the length of the
north east facing elevation with a corrugated roof and
elevation comprising multi-paned windows with timber
glazing bars over a brick plinth.

B Building 119
Westcliffe House
Built: 1904

D Buildings 92, 97, 137, 139
Barracks Blocks
Built 1931 - 35

The Daedalus site
is closely woven into
the adjacent
suburban roads,
with houses
predating 1917
being either
demolished or reused: the most notable amongst these is
Westcliffe House, a characteristic example of how early
seaplane bases requisitioned earlier properties for use as
officers’ messes.
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It has a characteristically exuberant Edwardian design, with
rich materials and varied decorative features in stonework
and terracotta. Westcliffe House has a grand reception hall
and some notable fireplaces. It is believed to have been
designed in its unusual mix of styles at the start of Victorian
Lee -on-the-Solent as a show-home for a new development,
showing the variety of building styles potentially on offer.
The house was requisitioned in 1917 when the site was
developed for military use.

F Building 91 – Dining Rooms and Cookhouse
Built: 1931 + 1939 (side wings)

It was constructed in 1934 when the site
was HQ Coastal Area, before becoming Coastal
Command Headquarters for the South of England (1936).

1963

2022

E Building 111
Lodge
Built: c 1904

Part of major rebuilding after 1931 when the base became
Coastal Area HQ, the building was built in 2 phases,
the central block in 1931 and the 2 side wings 1939 to
expand the capacity of the dining rooms. There is a simple
elegance in the layout with detailing characteristic of the
1930s Expansion Period in RAF designs – this Classical
style was maintained in the extensions.

G Building 131
Main Gate and
Guard Room
Built: 1926

The Barracks and Dining Room and Cookhouse were all
part of the Coastal Command Headquarters requirements.
They were part of major rebuilding after 1931 when the
base became Coastal Area HQ.
They are built to a uniform neo-classical design and form
an important and attractive group from a key historic phase
on the site.

Located at the
historic entrance
to the site, the
Guardhouse
retains its original
cells in addition to
offices and a central bell tower. A glazed veranda (believed
to have been added in the 1940s) runs the length of the
long side facing Eagle Road. Later additions were made to
the building to the north, but the original form can still be
discerned. Internally, a suite of three cells survive located to
the rear of the building.

Our Vision
Our vision is for a local, respectful and
positive revitalisation of this historic
waterfront, with a targeted, industrial
innovation strategy based around a
thriving visitor attraction, supporting
a mixed-tenure, design-led, seafront
community.
We want to develop a plan for this important and historic
site that benefits Lee-on-the-Solent and brings this great
place back into productive use.
Four key objectives are shaping our approach:

1. Bring jobs + opportunity
Daedalus has a unique, 100-year history
of technology, engineering, innovation and
advanced mobility. We want to build on that
history, attracting new businesses and jobs.

2. Save + celebrate heritage
Our plans will restore these historic buildings,
giving them a new life at the heart of the
Daedalus Waterfront community, and will
celebrate the extraordinary history of the area.

3. Nurture a destination
Already an popular destination on the
Solent, our plans will include public and leisure
spaces to complement the town’s seaside
activity. We will support the Hovercraft
Museum to secure a successful future as a
leading museum at the centre of this.

4. Restore pride in Daedalus
Not long ago Daedalus was a thriving place
of invention, employment and community. We
want to restore that energy and add value to
the Lee-on-the-Solent area.

The waterfront site is the final element of Daedalus
within Homes England’s ownership to come forward for
development. In recent years the site has been largely
empty and dormant, and the important historic assets
awaiting viable reuse.

and jobs to the Solent Enterprise Zone. The ambition
is for the creation of a complete community, with the
provision of c260 new private and affordable homes,
and the refurbishment of the existing barrack buildings
for a further 90 homes.

Central to the vision is the restoration of the historic
buildings, including the First World War hangars
that face the Solent. These will act as a catalyst for
economic development, a gateway to the project and
an upgraded home for The Hovercraft Museum. The
goal is to help it become a world-class visitor attraction
– joining the rest of Hampshire’s unrivalled Naval and
Maritime attractions.

Alongside the housing and commercial space, new
services and facilities will be provided for the local
community, including a public park in the residential
areas and in Seaplane Square, creating new, attractive
places for local residents and visitors.

This will be supported through the creation of around
450,000 square feet of new, modern employment work
and light industrial space to attract new businesses

Health, well-being and environmental sustainability
underpin all elements of the proposals, and we are
exploring how we can leverage the size of the site to
improve our social and environmental performance,
including looking at photovolataics, micro-grids ,
cycling and EV amenities, and housing performance.

Place Character
Seaplane Square
“The Daedalus Experience At Seaplane Square”: Creating a world-class visitor
destination, fit within the pantheon of Hampshire’s Naval and Maritime visitor attractions.
We see the Hovercraft
Museum as being a
key cornerstone of the
future development of
Daedalus - showcasing
the extraordinary history
and heritage of the site,
but also bringing jobs and
income to Lee-on Solent.
Seaplane Square and The
Slip will become a major
local visitor attraction,
along with the museum it
may have a cafe and shop,
and other associated uses.
The other hangars will
be filled with businesses
focussed on leisure and
the visitor economy; for
example indoor skydiving,
a sailing school, a flight
simulator or e-sports
venue - making sure that
Seaplane Square remains
a location of importance, of
learning and culture - and
an important contributor to
the local economy.
Images: Look and feel
place precedents

MASTERPLAN
The Evill Enterprise Zone
ZONING PLAN
Meeting and building local demand for small, medium and mid-sized industrial units, to
bring jobs, create critical mass and generate momentum.

The Evill Enterprise Zone,
named after Air Chief
Marshal Sir Douglas
Claude Strathern Evill, who
was the first commander
of the RNAS’s Naval
Seaplane Training School
at Lee-on-the-Solent,
will be the
first phase
of
Zone 1
Industrial / Employment
Zone 2
Residential
development
planned
at
Zone 3
Cultural, Leisure & Commerical
Daedalus,
will
kickZone and
4
Residential
Zone 5
Residential
start theZone
project
by tapping
6
Mixed-use
into the already thriving
industrial zone.
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Daedalus Waterfront

By providing a range of
small, medium and midsized industrial units
and workshops, in welldesigned sheds and with
landscaped parking, the
Evill Enterprise Zone will
be the Northern Gateway
to Daedalus, and
connect Cemast at the
Fareham Innovation
Centre to the rest of the
site.
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Overview

acme

Our vision for Daedalus Waterfront includes areas
of different place character: distinct parts of the
development with different uses and characteristics that
will create a range of experiences for our future workers,
residents and visitors. Our team is currently exploring
how these character areas might look and feel, and how
they contribute to making this development an attractive,
cohesive place.
1. Seaplane Square
2. The Evill Enterprise Zone
3. Daedalus Square
4. Westcliffe Gardens
5. Manston Green and The Invincible
6. Unicorn Square

Place Character
Daedalus Square

A restored historic barracks square, with
mixed-tenure townhouses forming a quiet,
communal space.
The rich history of Daedalus Square with
its military use deserves to be preserved
with its architectural heritage restored to
its former glory, giving it a new life to serve
a new generation of residents.
The Barrack Buildings and dining hall will
be restored and returned to domestic use,
with a series of small townhouses, within
the retained structures, opening out onto
the sensitively landscaped gardens.
The formal space, referencing an Oxford
quad, or the Royal Hospital Chelsea, with
parking the rear, will be quiet, secure and
pleasant.

Manston Green and
The Invincible

Contemporary seaside homes with
fantastic views and a touch of Art Deco
glamour.
Seafront apartment buildings with a
nostalgic nod to the Art Deco glamour
of the Ocean Liner and the Seaplane
Manston Green. On the western edge
of the Evill Industrial Zone, and facing
the Wates development, are a row of
low, contemporary apartment buildings
comprising of affordable homes, with fine
views of the sea and the airfield.
Images: Look and feel place precedents
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Unicorn Square

A mixed-use employment centre, with light
industrial and office, tech and innovation
focussed, supporting the industrial
economy in the Evill Enterprise Zone.

Westcliffe Gardens

A mixed tenure residential community,
with a large park, sea views and the
restoration and protection of historic
assets.
Westcliffe Gardens, incorporating the
gardens of Westcliffe House, and the
Wardroom and Eagle House, will be the
residential front door of Daedalus, with
a range of different living typologies
surrounding a seafront public park.
Images: Look and feel place precedents

At the centre of the site, Unicorn Square
is the employment and innovation hub,
that connects Seaplane Square to the
Evill Enterprise Zone. A collection of midsized, lab, shed, and office mixed-use
typology buildings, with flexible floor to
ceiling heights, mezzanine workspace and
a central public space, Unicorn Square
will build off the energy of Seaplane
Square, and the innovation momentum
generated at the airfield, Cemast and
Fareham Innovation Centre. This phase
will deliver 6,245sqm of workspace. At the
eastern edge, to make a better transition
into Daedalus Square, are residential
buildings, that will create a quiet
residential road that creates a buffer and
frames the view of Westcliffe House.
Images: Look and feel place precedents

Emerging Masterplan
Key Uses
		Site boundary
		Zoning boundary
Workplaces
		Industrial
		
To be determined in future:
		
industrial, office, care, hotel or a
		
combination of those uses
Homes
		Converted residential
		Converted apartment
		

New build house

		

New build apartment

Community + Culture
		Hovercraft Museum
		
		

Sports + leisure, or food +
beverage, or retail, or culture

		Community amenities
Trees
		Existing trees
		Proposed trees (indicative)
Context
		

Back of house services

		Existing building

The Hovercraft Museum

About the Hovercraft Museum

Formed in 1988 The Hovercraft Museum Trust is a unique
charity, whose purpose centres around enjoyment,
education, inspiration, restoration and to showcase the
British invention of the Hovercraft.
Five of the craft you will see on display are listed on The
National Historic Ships’ Register, including The Princess
Anne SR.N4 a former cross channel hovercraft.
The museum is situated on a Transport Heritage site at
Daedalus which has had a long standing relationship with
the hovercraft and the slipway, which we still use to this day
and has seen over the years many arrivals and departures.
The museum is run by an amazing team of volunteers, who
give up every spare moment to keep the museum moving
forward and ensuring each and every visitor has the
greatest experience.
We are proud to be part of the communities of Gosport
and Lee on the Solent and to offer such a unique tourist
attraction, bringing visitors to this area from far and wide.
63 years ago the SR.N1 was shown to the world. The
collection you will see at the museum today is unique,
irreplaceable and inspiring. We therefore want to ensure
that, in another 60 years’ time, we are still showing these
truly amazing British inventions to our future generations.

Our Partnership

Daedalus Development Company see the Hovercraft
Museum as a core part of the offer at Daedalus Waterfront.
We want to provide a long-term home for the Museum, and
more importantly we want to help them to become the
world-class museum that they could be.
Daedalus Development Company are granting the
Hovercraft Museum an agreement to lease, subject to them
developing a business plan that improves the museum,
refurbishes the hangars, and unlocks heritage lottery
funding and other grants to do so.
We are paying for the business plan, which will be put
together by Fourth Street, who have worked on museums
all around the country in this way, including the Submarine
Museum.
We will bring our expertise, network and support to help
them achieve their goals.

Access
Introduction

We are currently working with Council officers to ensure
proposals preserve and enhance the setting of historic
buildings, building on the unique cultural heritage of the
area. Together we expect to create streets for all, offering
appropriate levels of access and parking whilst creating
better places through great design so that streets are safe
for active travel and play.

Stubbington Bypass

The new Stubbington Bypass is forecast to redistribute
travel demands, support economic growth and tourism,
as well as development at the Daedalus site. Indeed, the
investment and delivery of the bypass (costing nearly
£42M) has been pivotal to emerging plans to meet housing
and employment needs both locally and in the emerging
Fareham Local Plan. Work began on the Bypass at the end
of 2020 and the new Daedalus Way opened this summer.

Cycle routes (existing)

Surveys and Assessments

We are currently in dialogue with Hampshire County
Council (HCC) to inform the scope of our Transport
Assessment for the Daedalus Waterfront planning.
These discussions have contributed to arrangements for
traffic surveys, to better understand traffic changes. The
bypass was forecast to contribute to traffic reductions in
various places, including a reduction of over 50% through
Stubbington, so we also hope to provide useful data to HCC
as travel patterns and demands have changed over the
intervening years.

Climate Strategy

Hampshire County Council (HCC) have declared a
Climate Emergency and has developed an update to
their Local Transport Plan. As part of this, Gosport
and Fareham Borough Councils are seeking to exploit
the potential for sustainable travel, supporting links to
Fareham and Portsmouth Harbour station, via the ferry.
The redevelopment of Daedalus is a critical part of wider
plans, delivering new jobs within walking/cycling distance
of existing communities, as well as delivering additional
homes and community land uses to provide a positive
balance to the wider area. It is critical therefore that the
proposals support links to existing places, so that walking
and cycling is the primary choice for residents and staff.

Walking routes (existing)

Bus services (existing)

Planning Context

